Rate and mode differences between nuclear and mitochondrial small-subunit rRNA genes in mushrooms.
Sequences from homologous regions of the nuclear and mitochondrial small-subunit rRNA genes from 10 members of the mushroom order Boletales were used to construct evolutionary trees and to compare the rates and modes of evolution. Trees constructed independently for each gene by parsimony and tested by bootstrap analysis have identical topologies in all statistically significant branches. Examination of base substitutions revealed that the nuclear gene is biased toward C-T transitions and that the distribution of transversions in the mitochondrial gene is strongly effected by an A-T bias. When only homologous regions of the two genes were compared, base substitutions per nucleotide were roughly 16-fold greater in the mitochondrial gene. The difference in the frequency of length mutations was at least as great but was impossible to estimate accurately because of their absence in the nuclear gene. Maximum likelihood was used to show that base-substitution rates vary dramatically among the branches. A significant part of the rate inconstancy was caused by an accelerated nuclear rate in one branch and a retarded mitochondrial rate in a different branch. A second part of the rate variability involved a consistent inconstancy: short branches exhibit ratios of mitochondrial to nuclear divergences of less than 1, while longer branches had ratios of approximately 4:1-8:1. This pattern suggests a systematic error in the branch length calculation. The error may be related to the simplicity of the divergence estimates, which assumes that all base positions have an equal probability of change.